President's Message

College indebted to U.S. industry

As students at the Institute today many of you are preparing for graduation on a campus of which only one of our country's most important resources - its scientific personnel.

As an industrial society, we are preoccupied with our security, our being, and progress. Your aspirations are the barometer of our nation's hope.

You are preparing here for a challenging world. As scientists, engineers, and technicians, your job ahead is difficult. It is also urgent. And it will be tremendously interesting - and rewarding.

You are the beneficiaries of a system of privately supported education that goes hand in hand with our system of private enterprise.

As Illinois Tech students you are benefiting by the vision, efforts and support of the industrial and community leaders who serve on the Institute's Board. You are also benefiting by a unique partnership between the Institute and forefathers of the businesses and corporations of Chicago and the Midwest.

That combination of leadership and business partnership has made possible the progressive Institute in which you are enrolled.

The growth and thrust of Illinois Institute in recent years has been remarkable. You should know about it, and bow it has come about.

In a very important sense all these things have been done for you. Prepare you ever more effectively for your professional success in industrial service and leadership, and for the social responsibilities that will be your most important role in preserving our freedom and increasing our nation's wealth.

In a very important sense all these things have been done for you. Prepare you ever more effectively for your professional success in industrial service and leadership, and for the social responsibilities that will be your most important role in preserving our freedom and increasing our nation's wealth.

As scientists, engineers, and technicians, your job ahead is difficult. It is also urgent. And it will be tremendously interesting - and rewarding.

The help of business has meant, first, better equipment, and also applications. The help of business has meant, first, better equipment, and also applications.

Our graduates in increasing numbers have entered the ranks of business and industry to meet urgent needs for more scientific personnel.

But it is perhaps even more appropriate to point out what such an institution as ours, and what you as its students, owe to American industry.

Success of a business enterprise depends, individually, on the policies of its officers, and has been a major factor in our great progress. It has been an important factor in your individual career.

The help of business has meant, first, better equipment, and also applications. The help of business has meant, first, better equipment, and also applications.

Selection of the candidates, who must be in the seventh or eighth grade, is based upon the school's interest and enthusiasm, and upon the student's interest and enthusiasm. Any student who is in the seventh or eighth grade and who feels that he has received some form of scientific instruction, and who feels that he has received some form of scientific instruction, is eligible for membership. Applications from boys and girls are encouraged. Applications from boys and girls are encouraged.

Selection of the candidates, who must be in the seventh or eighth grade, is based upon the school's interest and enthusiasm, and upon the student's interest and enthusiasm. Any student who is in the seventh or eighth grade and who feels that he has received some form of scientific instruction, and who feels that he has received some form of scientific instruction, is eligible for membership. Applications from boys and girls are encouraged. Applications from boys and girls are encouraged.

Class rings to be ordered this Wed., only

Orders for class rings, pins, and keys will be taken from all senior girls at the Wednesday meeting, Wed. November 17, at 3 p.m., in the Union Student Activity Booth. This will be the only time rings will be sold. The cost of rings, pins, and keys will be $2.00 per set.

Orders for class rings, pins, and keys will be taken from all senior girls at the Wednesday meeting, Wed. November 17, at 3 p.m., in the Union Student Activity Booth. This will be the only time rings will be sold. The cost of rings, pins, and keys will be $2.00 per set.

APPLICATION BLANKS, special mailing envelopes and information sheets concerning the test can be obtained at any local board, not necessariley their own local board. Applications must be postmarked not later than midnight November 29, 1955 for the December test.

Applications must be postmarked not later than midnight November 29, 1955 for the December test.

The lighting is subdued, with invisible spotlights in exposed steel rod supports. The area viewed from the entrance has already been altered and space is adequate. Sidewalks are in the shape of a U and the structure of the Morgan House is well maintained by the Illinois Institute of Technology. The shape of a U and the structure of the Morgan House is well maintained by the Illinois Institute of Technology.

The lighting is subdued, with invisible spotlights in exposed steel rod supports. The area viewed from the entrance has already been altered and space is adequate. Sidewalks are in the shape of a U and the structure of the Morgan House is well maintained by the Illinois Institute of Technology.
Candidate Eisenhower supported in coming presidential election

The policy of Technology News is service to its readers. At times this policy necessitates cutting other than those immediately connected with Technology News.

Politics, both national and international, are about to enter a very critical period. The coming presidential elections in November will have a bearing not only upon our own nation, but also upon the world. We are forced into a position of world leadership. The prestige of this position entails a tremendous amount of responsibility.

When the insurgent English colonists founded the democracy that is still maintained in our government, they also relegated the responsibility of government to the people. No longer does the rule of a small minority determine the welfare of the nation.

Not by choice, but by precedent, the future of our nation and that of the world is in the hands of the American people. This responsibility cannot be shirked. The choice that we as voters make in November must be right, or we, as those who voted, will bear the cost as well as the blame.

No man is perfect, but has relative merits to recommend him. Dwight D. Eisenhower is the best candidate for the presidency of the United States.

Our bi-party system of government allows us two major candidates from which to make a choice. This choice will carry our bid for future security and peace.

The scope of government is divided between two fields, in which security must be maintained, internal and international. Dwight D. Eisenhower is adequate for the former and outstanding in the latter.

No man will find not an individual, but the leader of a bipartisan party. President Roosevelt, and the Democratic party too, took drastic steps to avert disaster. But let us not forget the sacrifice of many government bureaus and agencies to safeguard our nationalized welfare, the long and undivided reign of World War Two, and the enforced centralization of power during war time have all led to the corruption from which our government has been embarrassed during the last two years. Truman’s attitude toward his position as President is well-defined in his recent remark to a group of American Legion in which he stated that the job of being President consisted of helping people to make them happy.

If such an individual shows himself incapable of leadership, the question arises, who does woe belong in Washington? Whoever he or they are, they are firmly entrenched. To elect the Democratic candidate would promise a continuance instead of correction of this situation.

The internal security of our country is threatened unless those responsible for the poor state of affairs in our Capitol are put in a position where they can do no harm. Eisenhower is the man for the job.

In the field of foreign policy, Eisenhower has for years been recommended by Adlai Stevenson. Eisenhower is the right man for the job. The responsibility resting on the voter demands that he elect Dwight D. Eisenhower to the presidency in November. Only he can effectively safeguard the internal and international security of our country.

as I see it

The people’s choice, Slifko, will remain “something.” The greater per cent of forms that were included in last week’s Slifko were returned with the last category checked. To be factual, only two people indicated that they wished the joke column to remain “decidedly clean.” Can you please all of the people, all of the time? However, in deference to the minority it shall be our policy to include one clean joke per issue.

It appears as if someone reads this column. No one who reads the paper or receives the forms is responsible for the delay last week. The forms are to be sent to Bob Connichaug, 3445 W. Lark St. in guidance if a free period, or any other possible means. The deadline for forms will be on the 18th of every month.

In order to provide an adequate budget, at least 20-40 pounds, and he in charge. One cannot have a successful publication for two months. Just keep doing your work, and if not a little harder.

Blame shifted for Directory late publication

The blame for the late publication of the directory was in no small part due to the last printed extension and the fact that the directory was the best of the last printed extension. The blame was for the overdue appearance of the directory.

The actual cause of delay is the fact that information cards were distributed to the Tech Center staff and faculty in their September pay envelopes which were not delivered until October. Thus, work could not begin on the part of the book until these forms were returned.

As a suggestion to avoid future difficulties of this nature, if the information cards were distributed either in the September pay envelopes or by some other means, then work could proceed in a normal fashion.

Pincus

Alan Sherman & Allen Berenson
Blood pledging starts this week

Blood donors will be given a chance to save lives in Korea during this semester by donating their blood. Pledges will be accepted at the Student Union every Tuesday from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

ITSA raises Technology News budget

The ITSA's Board of control completed approval of the budget for the spring semester at Wednesday's meeting. Total money appropriated now stands at $8,493, of which $7,118 is presented by the administration.

Antique shop is setting for campus players

The mystery's the thing in the first Campus Players' production of the semester on November 13, 14, and 15 in the SU auditorium at 8:30 p.m.

Management

Sigmu Tola Epstein, the Management's secretary, has announced their requirements for eligibility.

Discount on All Accessories

- to -

HT Students and Staff

Michigan Ave., Auto Rebuilder
32nd and Michigan

Test CAMELS for 30 days

for Mildness and Flavor

CAMELS are America's most popular cigarette. To find out why, use them as your steady smoke. Smoke only CAMELS for 30 days. See how rich and flavorful they are - pack after pack! See how mild CAMELS are — week after week!
Seniors see Dr. Larkin for Danforth fellowships

Applications for graduate fellowships offered by the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri, are now open. Applicants should be college seniors or recent graduates who are preparing or planning to enter graduate school in January 1965. The students are planning to enter graduate school in September 1964, for their first year of graduate study.

These appointments, primarily for those in the sciences, carry a stipend of financial aid within prescribed conditions as there may be need. Students of any race, creed or race are invited to apply. The qualifications of the candidates are: evidence of superior intellectual ability in college record; good record of health and emotional stability; outstanding personality and the control of the person, that is essential for successful teaching; choice of vocation of teaching as form of Christian Service; and deep religious convictions and growing religious perspectives.

Any student wishing further information should get in touch with Dr. John Day Larkin, who has been appointed as the Illinois Office to work with the Danforth Foundation on the selection of candidates. Each institution has been asked to limit its nominations to two.

Radio show features story of newspaper

Last Tuesday night the Techno-

nology News staff was directed from their usual routine of putting together this week's newspaper by a man with a microphone and a tape recorder.

The man was Frank Tobias, assistant to the director of Radio and Television at IIT, who was making a recording of the hour and注意到 that represented a newspaper being made up. The recording was for the regular radio show, "Listening Post," which will be broadcast at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 5.

On this show, Frank introduces the editor-in-chief, Frank Shively, and the various sub-editors and staff members in order to have the assignment of the paper to be printed each week. The business manager, Jack Caplan, is featured to explain how the paper is financed.

On other shows, Frank has interviewed people in various parts of the country who are on our radio shows. Among these programs that have been broadcast is a Foundation story that printed the newspaper on the corner of 4th and Feather streets.

Possibilities of TV for SU inaugurated

Possibilities of installing a television set in the SU auditorium were discussed this week by the third term office staff. The auditorium is to be reserved for these purposes and no other use will be made of it.

The three possibilities are: installation of a television set in the auditorium; installation of a television set in the auditorium; and installation of a television set in the auditorium.

The last possibility, however, is quite remote. "We're going to have to find someone who is interested in television," said Mr. Larkin, director of the television department.

According to Mr. Larkin, the SU television set will probably be installed under the new plan. This way the students who used the television will be able to have it in the auditorium, which is the best place for it.

A good point of view will be served when the students are able to use the television. On the other hand, it seems the best place for it. The students are able to use the television.
I Ball almost sold out; Ernie Nordeen to play

Of the 80 tables that were available for reservation last week, at the Integral Ball only three are left. The spacious Gold Coast Room of the Drake hotel will provide ample space for dancing for the 400 couples attending.

Students able to join Soc. of Ind. Designers

Jean C. Rolence, the new president of the Society of Industrial Designers, announced that American college students of industrial design are now eligible to apply for membership to the society.

Up to now membership has been limited to the leading industrial designers of the U. S. and has been limited to less than 30.

At its annual meeting at Shreveport-Dalena, Farky, the society considerably expanded its scope.

The major aim is to provide the profession of industrial design, benefiting both industry and the public.

Mr. Rolence stated that it is the intention of the students of today who will be the designers tomorrow and that it is the best protection of the profession to acquit these students with problems of the field.

Pincus may be new comic rival to Pogo

Although Pincus, Technology News' comic strip, started with big "bang," people voiced mixed feelings about it. A recent survey of people questioned about the US Newsman and TV cartoon creation thought the idea a good one for an industrial technical school paper.

Destined, in the opinion of many, as a new rival to Pogo, Pincus is a creation through which you may voice your complaints of the school or its conditions. With the same idea in his mind and a ringing bell, Pincus has decided to become a reality.

A good percentage of the opinion were unanimous restored since Pincus has appeared on the comic strip. Some have said they would have preferred a different character, but they welcomed the new addition.

The major one advised was the need of larger paper. The new strip which is being held for November 10, in order to satisfy the demand for more space.

ARF produces a concrete from glass

ARF has announced the production of a radically new composition material with major potential applications in the building trades.

The material consists of tiny glass bubbles, at the rate of a pound of sand. Concrete mixes using the new material in place of sand or other aggregate are very fine, even though water content is low. The fluidity means that: for the first time in building history—concrates can fill forms with concrete pumped through rubber hoses. Construction costs can be lowered because of the vertical replenishment of stone and air-filled metal form new units.

The material is made in mid-air, in the form of a high-density foam, in the form of a special furnace. Ground and sand are fed into the top of a vertical furnace. The individual granules of the raw material are melted in the 2700 degree F. heat of gas flame as they fall through it. Opaque glass blown off the end of the molten blocks which go back into the furnace are re-melted.

When mixed in the proper proportion, these concrete blocks can float on water. The material also has a high density, which makes it useful for insulation and for use as an aggregate in concrete.

Message

Facilities, teaching staff, and staff, such as a free education that would otherwise have been possible to you.

And it has meant you are required to pay less for your education. The costs of education, like everything else, have rapidly gone up. They are far greater than the tuition you pay. Benefits and industrial support, together with the help of alumni and friends, have made up this difference—and it is a substantial one.

We say all, that are being a devoted tribute to the outstanding men and to the businesses and industries whose active support and money have, under our free enterprise system, been so generously given up.

Their generosity has built the growing Institute of today. It has laid the strong and solid foundation for the Greater Institute of tomorrow.

Our progress, due so largely to our mutually beneficial partnership with business, is in accordance with a forward-looking plan that is rapidly making Illinois Institute one of the great technological centers of the world.

We must center upon the coming help of business. We must also center upon your own understanding and help, for they are an important element in our march into a greater future. I plan to keep you informed from time to time, as students now, and as graduates tomorrow.

CORSAGES

QUALITY AND SERVICE

SINCE 1900

J. F. KIDWELL CO.
3530 SO. MICHIGAN AVE.
VICTORY 2-4815

THESE HANDS ARE PRICELESS!

They protect the American way of life... our homes, our freedoms, our future.

These Hands, sensibly trained to respond eagerly to the commands of an alert mind and courageous heart, are the hands of a United States Air Force Pilot.

The skillful touch of these hands attains the lightning speed of modern jet aircraft to effective missions in discovering any number. These hands are supremely capable of flying and fighting these machines with devastating effect.

These Hands belong to young, spirited American men (not supermen) who desire to live unmonstrously in a free America... who want to enjoy the same rights and opportunities open to all real American people.

These Hands belong to our sons—yours and mine. Yous who must decide today how you can share in defense of our nation and also ourselves. To insure greater chances of our survival, today's college man should be encouraged to complete his education and never give up his country's best by enlisting in an Aviation Cadet in the U. S. Air Force.

These Hands have been handed because either a Pilot or Aircraft Observer. After graduation as Second Lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force, the little hands and blushing faces are the hands of the boy who will serve his country with the same heart and hands.

WHERE To Get More Details

Boxing, wrestling, and swimming drills begin

by Chuck Uram

The 1952-53 indoor sport season got underway this week when 40 recitals turned out for the wrestling and boxing program at the season's opening meeting on Thursday, December 19. Largest turnout of the three sports was for wrestling, which had 35 men signed up.

Last year's undefeated grappler was by co-captain James J. O'Keefe. Bill Lavine and Bill Marks will be the main men this year. O'Keefe has been harried by none. Neither Lavine nor Marks suffered a defeat during the 1951-52 season. The dressing room will be the last stop after each match. The three men who will be the main men this year are expected to hold the title for the next few years.

The most encouraging report was that only five men turned out for boxing. None of the boxers are expected to win a title this season. The only doubt expressed was that the boxers may have forgotten about their meetings.

Olive of the game's favorite memory is the AFROTC-A vs. VIOAC game last Tuesday. The Air Force was 7-1 in boxing, wrestling and swimming.

long game to achieve their goals. Another new event this year is the "Meet of the Century," which is a round-robin tournament featuring the ten best men in the country. It is sponsored by the United States Olympic Committee and is open to all men who have won a medal in the Olympics. The tournament will be held in New York City on February 20. The championship will be held in Los Angeles on March 10.

Are you tired of belonging to the human race?
Join Bob Abrams and Dave Sullivan
BE A SPORTS WRITER
Just drop in and see us in our private air raid shelter in MU basement.

Prophets see four perfect entries made

Four perfect scores were recorded for the week-end of Oct. 21. The name of the Prophet's chief, Joe Schulte, has been turned over to an over-achieving group by winning four perfect scores and three extra points. Another two points were gathered on the basis of the team's second place. Joe Schulte was then elected to the board of directors. This wrapped up first place very easily.

There was quite a struggle for second place, however, as four perfect scores were made by Joe Schulte, Bill Martin, and John Sumner, who took third place. Third place went to Joe Schulte, who took second place. Joe Schulte's perfect score came on the second straight day in which Schulte had picked off a perfect score, which he had picked up on the first day.

IM FOOTBALL STANDINGS
American League

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFROTC-B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| National League

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-ops</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFROTC-A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| National League

IM swimming to start

Introducing the new IM swimming event, the Varsity, will be held on Thursday, November 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the State University. The event will be held at the Floyd C. Hovey Natatorium. The event will feature six individual events: 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600 meters, and the medley relay.

The event will be open to all students and faculty members. The event will feature a variety of swimmers, ranging from novice to Olympic level. The event will be judged by a panel of experienced judges. The event will be held in accordance with the rules of the NCAA. The event will be broadcast live on campus and on the Internet. The event will be sponsored by the swimming and diving club.
Fraternity Row

By DAVE SULLIVAN

At last! The sports picture is clear to the naked eye. Only six teams are left in the varsity tournament and the football playoffs begin today. Yes, Verity! The heat interactivity sport of artisanship is a contest to see who can dispose of the toddlers from the rusty smooth playing areas known as Colgan fields. This competitive event if played in the night always a game should be played at least until summer before the rocks, glass, nails, etc., begin to be deployed. Rock collectors will be the drilling and grinding Department as it starts to a new foundation.

In tennis the Delta must beat the Panes and Sigma Kappa to claim the only win for the Delta’s in a long battle. This struggle between Sigma Kappa and Delta lasted four hours and came in a total of 16 games before the first Delta’s finally won. The winning match was an epic struggle between Flores and Rocha. Delta was outmatched and劳动力st out of 7-5, 6-4 victory.

The Delta and the Ape have the only undefeated teams in tennis, while the Delta Alpha, Alpha Omicron Pi and Sigma Kappa remain in the battle with one defeat apiece. Freshmen will take place on November 2nd at Grant Park.

Can you imagine? Football’s over at last to be postponed or canceled. How can they do it? I thought last but I wasn’t darned if I’ll question it. The Homecoming Day at IIT is again an “extra” in the schedule and the Georgia Tech teams will be missed.

Inside

IM swimming tournament to start off next week

Interfraternity Director Ed Glancy today announced that the IM swimming meet will be held at the A.A.U. Tech Boys Club on Thursday, November 6th. The meet is located at 24th and Emerald Ave.

Four events will be scheduled, and the order of events is: 100 yard freestyle, 50 yard breast stroke, 100 yard back stroke and 40 yard breast stroke.

A list is posted in the gym office for swimmers to sign up on. Registration closes Saturday, November 4th. Undoubtedly, swimming will be on hand to seek talent for his underclassmen varsity team.
News in Brief

There are 60 seniors who haven't yet returned the posses for class pictures. This is important that they contact Lewellyn at 64-4800 or have them at 8330 Cottage Grove as soon as possible.

Society of women who desire to have their picture taken for the 1932 Integral must call Lewellyn soon and have their picture taken by October 31.

Michael Matern, Programming Chairman, announced that the following days will be closed dates of the weekends on which they occur: Integral Night, Nov. 6; Campus Players, Nov. 13, 14, and 15; Homecoming Game and Dance, Feb. 5; Campus Players, March 25, 27, 28, Rough Castings, April 23, 24, and 25; Junior Week, May 1, 2, 3, and 4; and Junior Week Prom, May 5.

These dates have been approved by the TSEA Board of Control.

As part of its aim for better interpersonal relationships, the International clubs will show a sound film "Sportsmen's Party" at the next meeting. The group will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Film Room of the Student Union. All students on campus are invited, the group may only pass out an interest in other sections.

The Science Fiction club will meet at 7 p.m. next Thursday, Feb. 12, in the Film Room. All interested students are invited.

Tech timetable

Events appearing in the Tech Timetable are those which have been scheduled with the Dean of Students.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

Society of Women, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

Firstday, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

Society of Women, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

Society of Women, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 30

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 19

Meeting, 9:00 A.M., Student Union

Radio log

Monday, 2:00 P.M.

Wednesday, 2:00 P.M.

Thursday, 2:00 P.M.

Friday, 2:00 P.M.

Saturday, 2:00 P.M.

Technology News rated first class

In the annual rating of college newspapers in the United States by the American Pressmen's Congress, the Technology News was rated First Class.

This rating places the newspaper in the top 16% of the newspapers in the country. "All American," which is the highest possible rating, requires a score of 1000 points out of a possible 1500. Technology News received 923 points, only 77 points below the "All American" rating. The scores are based upon news coverage, features, writing, editing, and make-up.

American Collegian from a service organization which is subscribed to by approximately 230 college newspapers throughout the country. In addition to its rating service, the ACP also publishes the "College Reporter."

AIEE meets in 302 Main October 28

There will be a meeting of the AIEE, Thursday, October 28 at 1:00 p.m., 302 Main.

Mr. W. H. Reith, Chief of College Relations and Engineering Personnel at Western Electric, will speak on the work which is being done by his company. Mr. Dave Colman, Chairman of the Chicago Section of Students and Young Engineers' Committee will give the details of the 1932-33 program.

Included in the program is the I.E.D. trip Nov. 6th to the Western Electric Hawthorne Works and the dinner and evening activities planned for the same day.

Newman club has Hoe Down on Halloween

The Newman club held its Hoe Down on Friday, The dance, sponsored by Newman Club, was held from 6 to 10 p.m. in the gym.

Through the middle of the gym floor, the Hoe Down will also feature "round dancing" for those who don't consider square dances. Color and decoration will be available, as well as buildings. Cakes from several colleges will be present to share in the dancing.

Tickets are going for $3 each in the lobby of the SU from 11 to 1 p.m. daily.

Local and Long Distance

KIRKA MOVERS

Small Jobs a Specialty

BAGGAGE TRANSFER

MOVING

NOSE, THROAT, and Accessory Organs not Adversely Affected by Smoking Chesterfield

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study by a competent medical specialist and his staff on the affects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields -- 10 to 40 a day. 45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At thebeginning and at the end of the six-month period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including X-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears, and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:

"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined were not adversely affected in the six-month period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

CONTAINS TOBACCO OF BETTER QUALITY & HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY OTHER BIG SIZE CIGARETTE

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR CHESTERFIELD--EITHER WAY YOU LIKE 'EM

Buy CHESTERFIELD--Much Milder

**Advertisement**

**Newsmakers**

   "Swing that grill" at the Halloween Hoe Down next Friday. The dance, sponsored by Tech's Newman club, will be held from 6 to 10 p.m. in the gym.

   Though going under the guise of a square dance, the Hoe Down will also feature round dancing for those who don't consider square dances squares. Color and decoration will be available, as well as buildings. Cakes from several colleges will be present to share in the dancing.

   Tickets are going for $3 each in the lobby of the SU from 11 to 1 p.m. daily.
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